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TEACHER
T O O L B O X

This toolbox will provide you information on which innovative tools you,
as a teacher, can use in class, to interact with and involve students in
the learning process. Research is done on which tools are most efficient,
less time consuming and fun to use in class, targeting different teaching
activities. 
 
All tools are grouped into four main categories; 

Interactive Presentation tools
Animation Creation tools
Digital Collaboration & Assessment tools
Game-based Learning

 
Each tool has his own features and specializations, accessability
characteristics and costs. You will find all information you need about
innovative tools in this document.
 
 
Enjoy reading, be inspired and we hope you will include these innovative
tools in class! 
 
 
TCC VET Consortium
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CmapTools
Constructive, Navigate, Share, Criticize

Interactive Presentation

https://cmap.ihmc.us/cmaptools/

The IHMC CmapTools software empowers users to construct, navigate, share and
criticize knowledge models represented as concept maps. It allows users to, among
many other features, construct their Cmaps in their personal computer, share them
on servers (CmapServers) anywhere on the Internet, link their Cmaps to other
Cmaps on servers, automatically create web pages of their concept maps on
servers, edit their maps synchronously (at the same time) with other users on the
Internet, and search the web for information relevant to a concept map. CmapTools
is used worldwide to graphically express their understanding.  

Features
Creating questions for live interaction
Construct Cmaps on your personal computer and
share them anywhere on the internet.
Edit your map synchronously with other users on
different servers

 

Cost
The platform is FREE to use

Language
EN, ES, IT, PT, FR, GR, CA, EU, TR, SV, FI,
ET, NL, DE, ZH, CS, GL, JA

Accessibility & Compatibility
CmapTools works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
No apps are available
An account is necessary to use the platform and save the maps
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https://youtu.be/nu46uDbTZvc


Flickr
Social, Flexible, Inspiring

Interactive Presentation

www.flickr.com

Flickr is an online photo management & sharing application with advanced and
powerful features. Photos and videos can be accessed from Flickr without the need
to register an account, but an account must be made to upload content to the site.
You can share and host your own pictures without paying. However, registering an
account allows users to create a profile page containing photos and videos that the
user has uploaded and also grants the ability to add another Flickr user as a contact.
You can use these pictures in your presentations. In this way you make your lesson
interactive and interesting for kids, while supporting your story with these pictures.

Features
Embedding your own videos and pictures, or use
pictures found on Flickr in your presentation
Help people make their photos available to other
people
Flickr helps to enable new ways of organising
photos and video

Cost
The basic account is FREE to use
The PRO account, $6 / month, $50 / year  

 

Language
EN, CH, DE, ES, FR, IT, JP, PT, VI, ID

Accessibility & Compatibility
Flickr works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
Apps are available for iOS and Android
An account is necessary to access all pictures and videos
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0k3giXi8eM


ISSUU
Discover, read, share!

Interactive Presentation

https://issuu.com/

Issuu is an online service that allows you to view digital materials such as books,
magazines and newspapers. The material uploaded to the site is made to look as
much as possible as a print publication, with a format that allows the display of two
pages at a time and an animated return to the page. Although the documents in
Issuu are designed to be viewed online, it is possible to save a copy on the device
used. The Smart Look feature allows other sites to convert their hosted documents
into digital editions. Issuu was selected as one of the 50 best sites of 2009 by Time
magazine while being honored by the Webby Awards in the same year.

Features
Build stories from tekst and photo content and shere
them on Instagram
You can use animations
Generate a video for each page of content for easy
sharing sharing on your social networks
Publish in AMP format on amp.issuu.com
Save videos to phone

 

Cost
The basic account is FREE to use
The Starter account, $19 / month
The Premium account, $40 / month  

Language
Only available in English

Accessibility & Compatibility
 ISSUU works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
Apps are available for iOS and Android
An account is necessary to use the platform, you can use your Google+, LinkedIn or Facebook account
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XzfWHdDS9Q&feature=youtu.be


Mentimeter
Spontaneous, Interactive, Democratic

Interactive Presentation

www.mentimeter.com

Mentimeter allows you to build interactive presentations. You can add questions,
puzzles, polls, images and slides. During users’ presentation, the audience can
interact using mobile phones and either answer to questions or give feedback to the
presenting theme. The exported results are extremely useful for every stakeholder,
to have a more clear idea of subject you teach about. Mentimeter makes
presentations fun and interactive, it encourage peoples’ engagement, it inspires
people to make comments and strongly participate to conversations and includes
mobile use, which is student friendly.

Features
There is a separate account for teachers, it
provides you special features for teaching in class
Students don't have to create accounts in order to
play your Mentimeter, they fill in a unique code to
access your Mentimeter
Mentimeter automatically compares and analyses
the results of your students

Cost
The basic account is FREE to use
Four paid accounts : Starter ($16/month),
PRO ($19/month), PRO+ ($59/month) and
Agency ($99/month)

Language
Only available in English, however, you can
switch the voting instructions for students to
NL, ES, FR, DE and PT

Accessibility & Compatibility
Mentimeter works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
Apps are available for iOS, Android and Windows
An account is necessary to use the platform
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bswQJCAc5F4


Prezi
Easy, Effective, Charming

Interactive Presentation

www.prezi.com

Prezi is a presentation tool that can be used as an alternative to traditional slide
making programs, such as PowerPoint. Instead of slides, Prezi makes use of a
large canvas that allows you to select and zoom to various parts of the canvas and
emphasize the ideas presented there. Prezi supports the use of text, images, and
videos and also provides a collection of templates to choose from. You can also
click and drag anywhere you want to go as well as zooming in and out. Prezi is
more organised, engaging, persuasive and effective than PowerPoint and has clear
visuals and movement instead of static text.

Features
Prezi offers educational free licenses for students
and teachers, create private presentations that
cannot be accessed by the public. 
You can present everywhere, online and offline
You can use a voice-over
Use the mobile app as a remote clicker

Cost
FREE to use
The EDU Plus account, €7,- / month 

 

Language
EN, ES, DE, FR, PT, JP, IT, KO, HU

Accessibility & Compatibility
Prezi works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
Apps are available for iOS and Android
An account is necessary to use the platform
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0k3giXi8eM


Make a Gif
Easy, Creative, Inspiring

Animation Creation

www.makeagif.com

Make a Gif is an application which translates videos, pictures, webcam and youtube
to an animated GIF; Graphics Interchange Format. It is really easy to use, since it
has simple steps to create a gif: the most interactive format of making animated and
static images nowadays. It is fun, because you can use or upload even your own
pictures and create “stories”. By using this platform you can present the progress of
a procedure or an event and you can exchange GIFs, without even saying a word. It
is an excellent platform, due to its higher engagement rate and interaction than
static images. GIFs serve as the ideal way to capture the attention from your
audience.

Features
You can turn pictures, YouTube, FaceBook, Video
and webcam to an animated GIF
You can upload own pictures and videos
Include GIFs in PowerPoints to present and show
results

Cost
The account is FREE to use
Paid services are related to advertising and
promoting

Language
Only available in English 

Accessibility & Compatibility
Make a Gif works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
No app available
An account is necessary to use the platform
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Powtoon
Colourful, Modern, Exciting

Animation Creation

www.powtoon.com

Powtoon is an animation software, which allows you to create engaging, animated
videos with a professional look and feel. The tool is rather easy, having in mind that
the user might need some time to get acquainted with the platform’s interface.
There are free templates on which the user can build the presentations’ interface,
adding texts, extra images or even sounds, which makes this an unique tool that
can be interactive for students. If a picture is worth a thousand words, then
animation is worth a million of them.
 

Features
Import your own PPT and enrich it with Powtoon
Start from scratch with a blank Powtoon
Powtoon is fast, you can create a professional
Powtoon in just 20 minutes.
Share your Powtoon via social media
Powtoon EDU: A separate account for teachers, it
provides you special features for teaching in class

Cost
The basic account is FREE to use
Four paid accounts : Starter ($16/month),
PRO ($19/month), PRO+ ($59/month) and
Agency ($99/month)

Language
EN, ES, FR, DE, IT, PT

Accessibility & Compatibility
Powtoon works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
Apps are available for iOS and Android
An account is necessary to use the platform
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjaUaJMSl_Y


ThingLink
Easy, user-friendly, smart

Animation Creation

www.thinglink.com

ThingLink gives images a new role in online communication and learning, by
creating interactive visual stories, presentations, and virtual tours. The possibilities
are endless by tagging images, videos and 360⁰ media to give instant access to
additional information, audio, video, embeds and web links. You can create multiple
“hot spots” on specific parts of an image and turn that image into a multimedia
launcher. In the classroom you can use this tool in several ways, such as a
technology tool, for professional development, to publish student work or to create
interactive student reports.

Features
Upload your own image, video or 360⁰  media and
make it interactive.
Adapt media from other users
Separate account for teachers, it provides you
special features for teaching in class
Students can cooperate by learning together on
own pace and place, through blended or flipped
learning

Cost
The basic account is FREE to use, it
provides limited tagging tools and users, up
to 1 group, 100 students. 
The PREMIUM account costs $35 a year 

Language
EN, DE, ES, FR, IT, PT, AR, HE, FI 

Accessibility & Compatibility
ThingLink works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
An app is available for iOS and Android
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Animaker
Fast, Easy, Creative

Animation Creation

www.animaker.com

Animaker is a DIY animation software that can be used for marketing, education,
business, or personal videos in a variety of styles. The software is completely web-
based (you don't have to install anything) and very easy to get started with. it uses a
simple drag and drop interface to allow you to add/edit elements, as well as plenty
of templates to get you started if you aren't sure what you want your video to look
like.
 
 
Features

Use Animaker to spice up your presentation about
anything
Tons of images and formats
It is possible to use images, characters and audio
in your video
You have access to Animaker Class, a creative
toolkit for classrooms

Cost
The basic account is FREE to use
Paid services ($12 - $39) are related to get
access to specialized features (video length,
no of exports, unbranded videos, etc.)

Language
EN, ES, PT, DE, FR, RU, KR, IT, JP

Accessibility & Compatibility
Animaker is web-based and works on all devices with a browser, including laptop and tablets.
The video can be exported to YouTube, where you can play the video.
An account is necessary to use the platform, however, you can log in using your Google or
Facebook account
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bswQJCAc5F4


Google Keep
Global, Simple, Handy

Digital Collaboration & Assessment

https://keep.google.com

Google Keep is a free note-taking application that connects to Google Drive.
Launched in early 2013, the service can be used to create, manage, save and
share text-based memos, lists, images, and voice notes and then access them
again on any other web-connected device you use. It’s ideal for quick note taking
on the go.
 
 
Features

Keep is easy to use, the interface is minimal and
intuitive
It has the best voice notes of all note-taking
applications. Once finished, the app converts your
speech to tekst and saves the original voice
reconding
You can use the application anywhere, anytime
Share your notes with students or colleagues

Cost
The account is FREE to use
 

Language
Available in all languages 

Accessibility & Compatibility
Google Keep works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
Apps are available for iOS, Chrome and Android
An account is necessary to use the platform
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKXC6nFA7z8


OneNote
Organised, Multifunctional, Collaborative

Digital Collaboration & Assessment

www.onenote.com

OneNote is the ultimate tool to organise class. You can store your own teaching
material and curriculum in your private digital notebook. The tool is accessible
from each device, so it is easy to adapt, adjust or edit your notes at any time or
place. It is possible to leave handwritten notes with digital ink, videos and images
to give your notes the clearness it needs. You can share the content with your
class, to start a discussion and add additional notes.

Features
OneNote has the possibility to synchronize your
notes to any other device you want to use
Access from all possible locations (even offline)
Collaborate with your students, use a Class
Notebook
OneNote is part of the Office 365 package

Cost
FREE 
(note: OneNote is included in the Office 365
package)

Language
Available in 60 languages 

Accessibility & Compatibility
Plickers works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
Apps are available for iOS and Android
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Padlet
Fun, Creative, Intuitive

Digital Collaboration & Assessment

www.padlet.com

Padlet is a free, creative and easy to use tool, which enables you to collaborate
together on a digital pin-up board during e.g. brainstorming or sharing information. It
is possible to publish text, opinions, questions, images, websites or combinations.
You can share your board through several channels, where the online board shows
live changes which are made at that moment by another person. This makes Padlet
an interactive tool, which can be used by multiple people at the same time during
class, group assignments or at home.

Features
Padlet Backpack; a separate account for teachers,
it provides you special features for teaching in
class
Invite students to contribute, registration is not
required
It supports (almost) every file type which you can
use in your padlet
Share your padlet with peers

Cost
The basic account is FREE to use, try the
Backpack account free for 30 days.  
The teacher account, $12/month or $99/year
The school account, $1499/year    

Language
Available in 38 languages 

Accessibility & Compatibility
Padlet works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
Apps are available for iOS, Android, Chrome and Amazon.
A WordPress plugin
Possible to work in one padlet with different accounts at the same time
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Plickers
Engaging, Effective, Real-time

Digital Collaboration & Assessment

www.plickers.com

Plickers is a free tool which enables you as a teacher to ask multiple choice
questions and easy collect answers from your class, without asking students to
use devices. With the help of personal paper cards with unique barcodes, students
are able to answer your question by holding their card in a certain position. After
scanning with the Plickers app, you immediately get an overview of all answers
given by your students. You have to print the (free) cards for students, but it is
possible to use these cards multiple times. Plickers is an activating tool, which you
can use to start your class, get opinions or just practicing curriculum just before
examining.

Features
You have to prepare questions in advance and print
cards
You get immediate results
Get a clear overview using the scoresheet on the
mobile app you use as a teacher
Students don't need devices

Cost
  FREE
    

Language
Only available in English 

Accessibility & Compatibility
Plickers works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
Apps are available for iOS and Android
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Poll Everywhere
Engaging, Live Interaction, Flexible

Digital Collaboration & Assessment

www.polleverywhere.com

Poll Everywhere transforms one-sided presentations into two-way conversations
with the audience. This web-based audience response system lets you embed
interactive activities directly into your presentation. The audience responds on the
web or via SMS texting on their phones.
Anyone can create their own live trivia contest to add excitement to their next
meeting, lecture, or conference. Audience members answer questions on their
mobile phones and watch as the leaderboard updates live with the rankings.
 

Features
Create questions for live interaction
Poll Everywhere invites your audience to respond and
shows you the results immediatly
Live interaction with your audience
You can control what appears on the big screen

 

Cost
The basic account is FREE to use
The Engaging account, $42 / month
The Team account, $84 / month  

Language
Only available in English

Accessibility & Compatibility
 Poll Everywhere works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
Apps are available for iOS and Android
An account is necessary to use the platform
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XzfWHdDS9Q&feature=youtu.be


Kahoot!
Simple, Global, Engaging

Game-based Learning

www.kahoot.com

Kahoot! is a game-based learning platform, used as educational technology in
schools and other educational institutions. Kahoot! makes it easy to create,
discover, play and share fun learning games in minutes – for any subject, in any
language, on any device, for all ages. Its learning games are multiple-choice
quizzes that allow user generation and can be accessed via a web browser, phone,
or the app itself. Kahoot! can be used to review students' knowledge, for formative
assessment, or as a break from traditional classroom activities.
 

Features
Students use own device to play the game
Students don't need an account, they use a PIN to
enter the game area
Kahoot! has a separate account for schools, it
provides you special features for teaching in class
Kahoot! shows results of your students after each
question or game

 

Cost
The basic account is FREE to use
The Plus account, $1 per teacher/month
The Pro account, $3 per teacher/month  

Language
Only available in English, however, tutorials are
available in different languages on YouTube

Accessibility & Compatibility
 Kahoot! works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
Apps are available for iOS and Android
An account is necessary to use the platform
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XzfWHdDS9Q&feature=youtu.be


Quizlet
Educational, creative and visual

Game-based learning

www.quizlet.com

Quizlet is an educational website and mobile application created by Andrew
Sutherland in October 2005. Quizlet trains students through learning cards and
various games and tests. Quizlet is the easiest way to study, practice and master
what you are learning. Create your own educational cards (flashcards), or make
your choice among the millions of cards (flashcards) created by other students. You
need 5 to 10 minutes to prepare and, from the first moment, you can generate and
visualize hundreds of hours of activities on computer, mobile, tablets or exercises
printed with paper and pencil.

Features
Use different modes to discover the possibilities and
functionalities of Quizlet: Learn Mode, Write Mode,
Combine Mode and educational cards
You can listen to materials in different languages
Create educational cards (flashcards) for any topic or
languages which you want your students to learn

 

Cost
The basic account is FREE to use
The Go account, $11,99 / month
The Plus account, $19,99 / month
The Teacher account,$35,99 / month   

Language
The tool is only available in English, however,
questions could be created in all languages and
website is available in 15 languages

Accessibility & Compatibility
Quizlet works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
Apps are available for Windows, iOS and Android
An account is necessary to use the platform
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XzfWHdDS9Q&feature=youtu.be


Quizizz
Ready-to-use, Addictive, Amazing

Game-based Learning

www.quizizz.com

Quizizz is a fun multiplayer classroom activity, that allows all your students to
practice together. Quizizz is a tool that allows you to conduct fun assessments
both in class and as homework. Each student/team needs one device and you
can create and share the quizzes with your peers. Students can directly join a
quiz with a game code, without creating an account. Choose from the Quizizz
library of millions of teacher-created quizzes, or create your own quiz using the
Quizizz editor. In one click you have an overview of results and know where
students can improve. 

Features
Pick the perfect quiz or create your own.
Students are engaged at their own pace. Play a
Live Game together in class or use the
Homework Mode
Students use their own device
Quizizz does the grading and show you the
results

Cost
The platform is FREE to use  

Language
EN, NL, FR, ES, PL, RU and more to come
The Smart Language Identifier automatically
detects your browser's preferred language.

Accessibility & Compatibility
Quizizz works on all devices with a browser, including computers, tablets & smartphones. 
An app is available for iOS, Chrome and Android
An account is necessary to save your quizizz
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmqRCMPpHbA&feature=youtu.be
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